BAD GIRLS PARTY RULES
If you cannot abide by these rules, please do not attend.
The Party will be supervised by Dungeon Monitors and their decision is final.
There is no appeal process.

1. Respect others and their property. Do not touch toys or persons, interrupt
or enter a scene without clear permission. Remember, NO means NO.
2. In order not to disturb scenes in progress, observers are reminded to keep
voices down and maintain reasonable distance from scenes. Please restrict
socializing and conversation to the social areas. If scene participants or
DM request more distance or quiet, please comply immediately.
3. Please clean up after yourself, and leave play areas as you found them.
Drop cloths are required for blood and wax scenes or otherwise messy
play. Wear gloves while wiping down furniture with provided disinfectant
and paper towels. Dispose of sharps in provided sharps containers; paper
towels and gloves belong in the trash. Do not use spray solutions.
4. Talk to a DM before doing potentially extreme or disruptive scenes such
as those involving fire, wax, excessive screaming or resistance play.
5. No show or exposing of guns whether real or realistic; no gun play of any
kind.
6. Offering or agreeing to perform or performing any act of prostitution or
solicitation of prostitution or solicitation of prostitution is strictly
forbidden.
7. Smoking is prohibited anywhere inside the building.
8. No alcoholic beverages of illegal substances are permitted on the
premises. If a DM deems that you are intoxicated, you will be asked to
leave and there will be no refund.
9. No cameras or video equipment of recording devices of any kind are
allowed when directed at general party space. Photographic devices are
permitted however for the purpose of documenting work as long as any
scene participant has expressly agreed to be photographed.
10. You are responsible for your own choices regarding safer sex. BadGirls
has provided safer sex supplies and strongly encourages you to use them,
especially in the presence of bodily fluids.

